UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
Wednesday, April 10, 2019
10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. – Provost’s Conference Room (WH 442)

MINUTES


1. **Call to Order - M/S/P**

2. **Agenda - M/S/P**

3. **Approval of Minutes**
   a. 3/27/2019
      i. Approved – M/S/P

4. **Proposals**
   a. UCC-17-18-045  CAH  JPN 110  MC
      i. Approved – M/S/P
   b. UCC-18-19-046  CAH  JPN 111  MC
      i. Approved – M/S/P
   c. UCC-18-19-009  CHHSN  MSN 537  NC
      i. Approval pending revision
      ii. Revisions requested
        1. SLOs are vague and need to be elaborated (i.e., expand the current SLOs into separate learning outcomes)
   d. UCC-18-19-010  CHHSN  MSN 536  NC
      i. Approved – M/S/P
   e. UCC-18-19-014  CHHSN  MS Neonatal Clinical Nurse Specialist  NP
      i. Approved – M/S/P
   f. UCC-18-19-015  CHHSN  Post-Graduate Certificate: NCNS  NP
      i. Approved – M/S/P
   g. UCC-18-19-033  COE  MA Education: Tech-Based Ed. Option  DP
      i. Approved – M/S/P
   h. UCC-18-19-034  COE  MA Education: Multicultural Option  DP
      i. Approved – M/S/P
   i. UCC-18-19-035  COE  MA Education: Individualized Option  DP
      i. Approved – M/S/P
   j. UCC-18-19-145  ULIB  LIB 151  NC
      i. Approved – M/S/P

FC = frozen course, MC = modified course, NC = new course, RC = retired course FP=frozen program, DP=discontinued program, MP = modified program, NP=new program, DE = degree elevation
k. UCC-18-19-146  CAH  APP 350  NC  
   i. Approved pending revision  
   ii. Requested revisions  
      1. Student Learning Outcomes not clearly connected to the Program Learning Outcomes  
      2. Revise learning outcome matrix to include the Program Learning Outcomes and how they connect with the Student Learning Outcomes  

l. UCC-18-19-147  CAH  BA Asian-Pacific Students  NP  
   i. Approved pending revision  
   ii. Requested Revisions  
      1. Third Program Learning Outcomes does not clearly address computer literacy, consider revising  

m. UCC-18-19-148  CAH  APP 343  NC  
   i. Approved pending revision  
   ii. Requested revisions  
      1. Student Learning Outcomes not clearly connected to the Program Learning Outcomes  
      2. Revise learning outcome matrix to include the Program Learning Outcomes and how they connect with the Student Learning Outcomes  

n. UCC-18-19-149  CAH  APP 335  NC  
   i. Approved pending revision  
   ii. Requested revisions  
      1. Student Learning Outcomes not clearly connected to the Program Learning Outcomes  
      2. Revise learning outcome matrix to include the Program Learning Outcomes and how they connect with the Student Learning Outcomes  

o. UCC-18-19-150  CAH  APP 355  NC  
   i. Approved pending revision  
   ii. Requested revisions  
      1. Student Learning Outcomes not clearly connected to the Program Learning Outcomes  
      2. Revise learning outcome matrix to include the Program Learning Outcomes and how they connect with the Student Learning Outcomes  

p. UCC-18-19-151  CAH  APP 318  NC  
   i. Approved pending revision  
   ii. Requested revisions  
      1. Student Learning Outcomes not clearly connected to the Program Learning Outcomes  
      2. Revise learning outcome matrix to include the Program Learning Outcomes and how they connect with the Student Learning Outcomes  

FC = frozen course, MC = modified course, NC = new course, RC = retired course FP=frozen program, DP=discontinued program, MP = modified program, NP=new program, DE = degree elevation
q. UCC-18-19-152  CAH  APP 314  NC
   i. Approved pending revision
   ii. Requested revisions
      1. Student Learning Outcomes not clearly connected to the Program Learning Outcomes
      2. Revise learning outcome matrix to include the Program Learning Outcomes and how they connect with the Student Learning Outcomes

r. UCC-18-19-153  CAH  Asian-Pacific Studies Minor  MP
   i. Approved pending revision
   ii. Requested revisions
      1. Revise matrix to connect Student Learning Outcomes => Program Learning Outcomes => Institutional Learning Outcomes

s. UCC-18-19-162  CNBS  MS in Biology  MP
   i. Approved pending revision
   ii. Requested revisions
      1. Addendum stating “need” of GWAR/GWE requirement

t. UCC-18-19-163  CNBS  BS Mathematics Option  MP
   i. Approved – M/S/P

u. UCC-18-19-164  CNBS  BS Mathematics Education Option  MP
   i. Approved – M/S/P

v. UCC-18-19-165  CNBS  MAT 323  NC
   i. Approved – M/S/P

w. UCC-18-19-166  CNBS  MAT 247  NC
   i. Approved – M/S/P

x. UCC-18-19-167  CNBS  CSC 281  NC
   i. Approval pending revision
   ii. Requested revisions
      1. Address programing in the Student Learning Outcomes

y. UCC-18-19-168  CAH  HUM 310: Surviving Trauma  NC
   i. Approval pending revision
   ii. Requested revisions
      1. Revise the justification to address why the course should be included with the curriculum
      2. Revise the matrix to show the connect the Student Learning Outcomes to the Program Learning Outcomes

z. UCC-18-19-171  CAH  French Minor  DP
   i. Approved – M/S/P

FC = frozen course, MC = modified course, NC = new course, RC = retired course FP=frozen program, DP=discontinued program, MP = modified program, NP=new program, DE = degree elevation
aa. UCC-18-19-172  CAH MUS 223  NC  
i. Approved – M/S/p

bb. UCC-18-19-173  CAH MUS 290  NC  
i. Approved – M/S/P

cc. UCC-18-19-174  CAH MUS 323  NC  
i. Approved – M/S/P

dd. UCC-18-19-175  CAH MUS 390  NC  
i. Approval pending revision  
ii. Requested revisions  
   1. The course utilization in the Music Performance option needs to be specified

ee. UCC-18-19-176  CAH HUM 310 => SPA 310  MC (Prefix Modification)  
i. Approved – M/S/P

ff. UCC-18-19-177  CAH HUM 312 => SPA 312  MC (Prefix Modification)  
i. Approved – M/S/P

gg. UCC-18-19-178  CAH HUM 314 => SPA 314  MC (Prefix Modification)  
i. Approved pending revision  
ii. Requested revisions  
   1. Clarify if this was meant to be a complete course modification or just a prefix modification  
   2. Revision of “rubric” to include other grades or remove the word rubric and label as a suggestion to students.

5. Adjourn – M/S/P

FC = frozen course, MC = modified course, NC = new course, RC = retired course FP=frozen program, DP=discontinued program, MP = modified program, NP=new program, DE = degree elevation